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CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements,” as defined in Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Forward-looking statements may be in the future tense, and often include words such as “anticipate”,
“expect”, “project”, “believe”, “plan”, “estimate”, “intend”, “will” and “may”. These statements are based on current expectations, but are subject to
certain risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and are beyond the control of Remark Media. Relevant risks and uncertainties
include those referenced in Remark Media’s filings with the SEC, and include but are not limited to: its losses and need to raise capital; its ability to
procure content and monetize audiences; recent and future changes in technology, services and standards; a disruption or failure of its or its vendors’
network and information systems or other technology relied on by Remark Media; changes in consumer behavior, including changes in spending
behavior and changes in when, where and how content is consumed; the popularity of its products and services; changes in its plans, initiatives and
strategies, and consumer acceptance thereof; competitive pressures, including as a result of user fragmentation and changes in technology; changes
in advertising market conditions or advertising expenditures due to, among other things, economic conditions, changes in consumer behavior,
pressure from public interest groups, changes in laws and regulations and other societal or political developments; piracy and Remark Media’s ability
to exploit and protect its intellectual property rights in and to its content and other products; restrictions on intellectual property under agreements
with third parties; challenges inherent in developing an online business; reliance on key personnel; risks of business in foreign countries, notably
China, including obtaining regulatory approvals and adjusting to changing political and economic policies; governmental laws and regulations,
including unclear and changing laws and regulations related to the Internet sector in foreign countries, especially China; general industry conditions
and competition; and general economic conditions, such as advertising rate, interest rate and currency exchange rate fluctuations. These risks and
uncertainties could cause the company’s actual results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by the forward-looking statements, and
therefore should be carefully considered. Remark Media assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements as a result of new
information or future events or developments, except as required by law.
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THE VISION
Enabling Worldwide Digital Communities

Remark Media (NASDAQ: MARK) serves a
collection of highly-engaged communities
with products and services that enhance
community members’ experiences.
We have been successful in creating revenue
streams beyond the typical media model.
We have assembled proprietary consumer
data sets from the biggest Chinese digital
companies; this data has been productized
and the value is about to be fully recognized.
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GROWTH STRATEGY
Three Growth Pillars/Investment Thesis
Digital Lifestyle Brands
•

Built around highly-desirable Millennial demographic

•

History of moving beyond traditional ad supported media model

•

Scalable platform can support many new communities

Large Scale Data Business
•

Unprecedented data feeds from top Chinese corporations

•

Social Credit Scores is the first of many businesses

•

Strategy to build new properties vs. sell data as a service

Unique Relationships in China
•

Deep partnerships with top Chinese digital companies

•

Partnerships designed to accelerate growth and scale Remark
across China, the rest of Asia and ultimately the World
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SCALED DIGITAL LIFESTYLE BRANDS
Upscale, Advertiser Friendly, Engaged Communities
Vegas.com Properties
•

Official Las Vegas website; Las Vegas is a leading world destination

•

Combined 65M annual sessions; Greater than 10% EBITDA margin and growing

KanKan
•

The social network of social networks; Remark incubated and built KanKan

•

1.3B active user profiles, 10B images, 15B posts, 50B comments/reviews

Fanstang
•

China’s top source of Western digital content

•

135M fans and 45M uniques
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DIVERSIFIED REVENUE STRATEGY
Remark Built and Grew Non-Advertising Revenue Streams to Create More Durable Businesses
Vegas.com - Transaction Model expanded to Media Model
•

Vegas-related transactions: room, travel and show tickets

•

1.4M tickets, approximately 10% or more of the Vegas show ticket market

KanKan - Social Media Model expanded to B2B Model
Remark Social Credit Service

IDENTITY
SCORE

ONLINE
BEHAVIOR
SCORE

SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR
SCORE

•

No reliable solution for credit checking in China; KanKan fills that void

•

Automated high margin transaction using proprietary data set

•

Potential market of 3B social credit checks per year

FansTang - Media Model expanded to B2B Services
•

Representation and syndication of top celebrities and personalities

•

Building and running celebrity social presences in China
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VEGAS.COM: LEADING TRAVEL & TICKETING PLATFORM

Enabling consumers to research, plan and
book the complete Vegas experience
175+ leading travel supplier partners
Strategic supplier relationships = Favorable competitive positioning
Generates transactional & advertising revenue
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DRIVING MARKET-LEADING RESULTS
SECURING TOP SALES DAYS

Of the top 20 show ticket sales days in Vegas.com history, 16
have occurred since Christmas Day of 2016 and all 20 have
occurred since Remark Media acquired Vegas.com.
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GROWTH OUTPACES THE MARKET
Show Ticket Sales Days Comparison

INCREASING PRODUCTION SHOW TICKET SALES
300

Show ticket sales continue to increase compared to prior
years. Anticipate additional improvement due to
implementation of hotel features on show product pages.
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KANKAN PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT GLOBAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
Evolving the Traditional Business Model from B2B to C2B
SOCIAL DATA
SOCIAL NETWORK WITH MASSIVE DATA
SCALE & REACH

1.3B
10B
15B
50B

Active User Profiles
Images
Posts
Comments/Reviews

PROVIDING CONSUMER INSIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Likes & Preferences
Friend Circles
Conversations
Locations
Buying Habits
Predictive Analysis

•

Demographic

•

Conversations

DATA MINING

•

Likes / Preferences

•

Locations

KanKan will provide multi-level information
for any consumer database, with
opportunities to enable better targeted
advertising to larger consumer base

•

Friend Circle

•

Interests/Preferences












Name
Phone Number
Email
Credit Records
Income Range
Health Conditions
Addresses/Locations
Shopping Habits/Behaviors
Brand Preferences
More…

E-COMMERCE
•

Demographic

•

Income Range

•

Buying Habits

•

Credit History

•

Preferences

•

Locations

•

Reviews

•

Email

TRAVEL
•

IP Address

•

Shopping Patterns

•

Rooms

•

Seasonal Trends

•

Shows

•

Location

•

Experiences

•

Competitive Data
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KANKAN SOCIAL CREDIT SERVICE
Unique Solution to a Problem Unique to China
The Problem

The Opportunity

Currently, no reliable credit-checking system exists in China making it
difficult to determine whether a person is real or is creditworthy

Universe of 3,000 microfinance credit providers in China

KanKan can use it social data to confirm a person’s identity, and user
transaction data can validate a person’s financial status
Currently social credit is the only viable way to check credit in China
IDENTITY
SCORE
Based on the following:
• Official Identity Card
verification
• Cell phone registration
validation (cross-checked
against other info)
• Facial recognition,
validated against identity
card photos
Uses the company’s
proprietary algorithms

ONLINE
BEHAVIOR
SCORE
Based on shopping history,
activities and habits,
including:
• Fraud intention and
participation and
analysis
• Malicious or suspicious
activity analysis
Data models built jointly by
the company and Alibaba

SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR
SCORE
Based on the following:
• Criminal charges (from
public court records)
• Family / marital and
financial status
• Analysis of personal
preferences, social
activities and social
circles through social
platforms
Data models built jointly by
the company and Alibaba

More than 3B credit checks performed each year
Since KanKan’s process is automated, the profit margin is 50% or more;
therefore, each credit check should create profit of $1 or more.
A 2% market share should result in KanKan turning a profit.
Given KanKan’s unique technology and unrivaled data sets, Social Credit could
become a “winner-take-all” business (increasing returns vs. market share)
because the data’s value will exponentially increase as more data are added
and more checks are performed.
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SIGNIFICANT PARTNERS IN CHINA
Remark’s China Partnerships Create Very Attractive Partnership Opportunities with Western Media Companies
Alibaba, Alipay and AliCloud partnerships
•

API access to Alibaba Data through Alibaba Big Data Research Unit

•

KanKan is one of the largest users of AliCloud

TenCent, TaoBao, Tmall and other data partnerships
•

Remark and TenCent partner for Data Driven Precise Marketing

•

Essentially an exclusive data set across many blue chip Chinese partners

FansTang - Media Model expanded to B2B Services
•

Agreements to program channels on Alibaba, TenCent, Toutaio & others

•

Potential reach of over 100M monthly uniques

Great Firewall Bypass
•

Ability to bypass the Great Firewall via Alibaba & Tencent
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FANSTANG IS CHINA’S #1 WESTERN DIGITAL CONTENT COMPANY
FansTang Provides Data-driven Exclusive Cross-platform Premium Entertainment Content

FANSTANG HIGHLIGHTS
• Awarded the annual Gold Medal digital campaign
at the Great Wall Advertising Awards in Q4 2015
• CEO named one of Advertising Age’s 2016 annual
Global 40 Under 40 in marketing in March 2016

SOCIAL MEDIA
Taylor Swift Offical Weibo

• China President named to Campaign Asia’s
2016 China Digital A-List in April 2016
• China VP of Bus. Dev. named as one of Campaign Asia’s
2016 Asian 40 Women to Watch in August 2016

VIDEO CONTENT
FansTang produces & curates a
variety of video including longform editorial, live events &
branded short-form content

Avril Lavigne Offical Weibo

DATA ANALYTICS

This Week in Hollywood

Coca-Cola China Summer
Campaign featuring Chloe
Bennet

FansTang distributes its content
across over 100 top influencer
accounts followed by ~135M
Chinese fans & over 45M uniques

FansTang utilizes its data analytics
to determine its content
production & curation strategy &
derive revenue
Social Listening
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WELL-ESTABLISHED FANSTANG BRAND & MEDIA PARTNERS
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CASE STUDY: COCA-COLA MOVIE QUOTE CAMPAIGN
BACKGROUND
• Coca-Cola China’s summer 2015
marketing campaign was based on
sharing well-known Chinese movie
quotes on Coca-Cola bottles
• Coca-Cola wanted to develop
branded digital content with a
Hollywood theme to be shared on
digital platforms without additional
media buying

SOLUTION
• FansTang designed a branded
content campaign leveraging our
data analytics, production
capabilities, celebrity relationships,
& social media community
• The campaign included Hollywood
celebrities, product placement, and
campaign taglines, and consisted of:
 9 branded content pieces

RESULTS
• Exceeded all digital KPIs
 600M Weibo social
impressions
 600,000 Weibo social likes
 250,000 Weibo content
forwards
 87,000 Weibo content
comments
 92,000 WeChat messages

 15 celebrity interviews & tags
• FansTang leveraged over 100
proprietary social media & 3rd party
influencer accounts to provide social
media content & support
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EXISTING SIGNIFICANT UPSIDE
As We Simplify Our Business, We Will Unlock Value and Monetize Non-Strategic, Undervalued Assets
Fully-Realized
Value
Potential
Upside
Hidden
Value
Multiple Expansion

Current Market Cap - $70M
•

Driven by Vegas.com,
FansTang & passive
ownership in Sharecare

•

Better story

•

Higher valuation

Multiple
Expansion

Unrealized Upside
•

Social Credit Service

•

Media Opportunities in China & rest of world

“Hidden”, Salable Assets
•

Not Strategic in long-term

•

Potential Sharecare monetization event

•

Financial services web business

Current Core
Value
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2017 BUSINESS INITIATIVES
Existing Business Objectives
• Grow Kankan revenues to more than $5M
• Grow Vegas.com revenue and EBITDA by 15 to 20%
• Grow Fanstang revenue by 50% with an EBITDA margin greater than 15%

New Initiatives
• Leverage Fanstang relationships across all businesses to increase sponsorship revenue
• Create products from our new Chinese Data partnerships

Rationalize Non-Strategic Assets
• Explore opportunities regarding financial services portfolio
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INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
Executing on multiple revenue opportunities within digital media asset portfolio: transactional, advertising and licensing

KanKan social data intelligence platform
accelerates revenue growth; offers
retailers, advertisers & others packaged
consumer data & analytics collected
from social media

Diverse & complementary asset
portfolio offers multiple synergies,
including cross-promotional &
advertising opportunities

Robust financial model with multiple
organic revenue growth and
margin enhancement opportunities

Experienced management team with
proven ability to identify and integrate
value-enhancing strategic acquisitions
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Remark Media
APPENDIX SLIDES

SHARECARE PROVIDES MONETIZATION OPPORTUNITY
Leading Online Health & Wellness Engagement Platform Providing “On Demand” Healthcare Answers from an Esteemed Network of Health
Experts
• Remark Media co-founded Sharecare.com in 2009 & led technology
platform development
• Holds ~5% ownership interest in Sharecare.com’s issued stock & has
board representation
• Company projected to have more than $500 million in revenue going
forward 1

PARTNERSHIPS & INVESTORS

(1) Found at http://www.springhillhomepage.com/sharecare-healthways-working-on-post-acquisition-transition/
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OPPORTUNITY

DESCRIPTION

ADDITIONAL MONETIZATION OPPORTUNITIES
Travel

Lifestyle & Fashion

Finance

• Roomlia: The hotel booking app
that will change everything –
simplified “Swipe and Tap”
• Acquired May 2014 & now in
100+ markets
• Founded by former Expedia
executives
• Proprietary technology &
competitive pricing

• Bikini.com: Transformed to luxury
beach lifestyle media channel for the
female Millennial generation
• Original content in fashion, beauty,
travel, food, fitness and events
• E-commerce platform with 30+
designer swimwear brands

• Acquired Banks.com in 2012 and
relaunched in 2014
• Acquired TaxExtension.com in 2014
• US Tax Center – www.IRS.com
• FileLater.com

• Mobile travel sales forecasted to
grow to $64.7B in 2018, a CAGR
of 37.4% from 2013 1
• Mobile’s share of digital travel
sales will increase from 18% to
37% from 2014 to 2018 1
• International expansion

• Global swimwear market to exceed
$20.0B by 2020 3
• Swimwear shifting from niche market
to trending fashion category
• Focusing on elevating awareness of
luxury beach lifestyle, leveraging firstto-market competitive advantage and
attracting brand sponsorships

• 81% of college-educated Millennials have
at least one form of debt and 44% have
more than one 2
• Launching tax e-filing capabilities for
2016
• Further optimizing TaxExtension sites
• Optimize SEO to maintain and improve
our top positions among search engines

(1) Source: eMarketer
(2) Source: College- Educated Millennials: An Overview of Their Personal Finances
(3) Global Industry Analytics
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Income Statement Highlights 1

Balance Sheet Summary
(in USD thousands)

Sep. 30, 2016

Cash & cash equivalents

$5,307

Current assets 2

19,279

Total assets

$107,154

(in USD thousands)

Total liabilities
Stockholders’ equity
Total liabilities & stockholders’ equity

YTD 2016

Revenue, net
$14,891

$42,668

251

1,703

$15,142

$44,371

$(15,260)

$(23,067)

Travel & entertainment segment

$1,787

$4,851

Other

(2,880)

(7,390)

$(1,093)

$(2,539)

Travel & entertainment segment 3
Other
Total revenue

Current liabilities

Q3’2016

$42,971
$110,284
$(3,630)
$107,154

1

For the periods ended September 30, 2016

2

Includes $9,406 of restricted cash

3

Our travel and entertainment segment consists almost exclusively of the results of Vegas.com.

4

Net loss for the periods presented includes a $9,157 loss on extinguishment of debt.

Net loss 4
Adjusted EBITDA 5

Total Adjusted EBITDA

Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP financial measure. Please see the Financial Information page of the investor Relations section at www.remarkmedia.com for a reconciliation to
the most closely related GAAP financial measure (operating loss).

5
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USE OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES
Adjusted EBITDA is a “non-GAAP financial measure” as defined in Item 10(e) of Regulation S-K as promulgated by the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Remark Media uses Adjusted EBITDA as a supplement to operating income (loss), the most comparable GAAP financial measure, to
evaluate the operational performance of the reportable segment. Adjusted EBITDA represents operating income (loss) plus depreciation and
amortization expense, share-based compensation expense, and net other income, less other loss. You should not consider this presentation of
Adjusted EBITDA in isolation, or consider it superior to, or as a substitute for, financial information prepared and presented in accordance with GAAP.
You should also note that this calculation of Adjusted EBITDA may be different from the calculation of Adjusted EBITDA or similarly-titled non-GAAP
financial measures used by other companies; therefore, Adjusted EBITDA may not be comparable to such other measures.
The following table presents certain financial information for travel and entertainment segment (in thousands):
Segment

Corporate
Entity and
Other

Consolidated

Three Months Ended September 30, 2016
GAAP financial measures:
15,142

Net revenue

$

14,891 $

251 $

Operating loss

$

(245) $

(3,953) $

(4,198)

$

1,787 $

(2,880) $

(1,093)

Net revenue

$

42,668 $

1,703 $

44,371

Operating loss

$

(1,223) $

(11,654) $

(12,877)

$

4,851 $

(7,390) $

(2,539)

Non-GAAP financial measure:
Adjusted EBITDA
Nine Months Ended September 30, 2016
GAAP financial measures:

Non-GAAP financial measure:
Adjusted EBITDA
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ADJUSTED EBITDA RECONCILED TO GAAP OPERATING LOSS
The following table reconciles Adjusted EBITDA for the segment and for the corporate entity and
other business units to operating loss (in thousands):
Corporate
Entity and
Other

Segment
Three Months Ended September 30, 2016
Adjusted EBITDA

$

1,787 $

Consolidated

(2,880) $$

(1,093 )

(492)

(2,525)

(614)

(614)

Less:
Depreciation and amortization

(2,033)

Share-based compensation expense

—

Other income, net

1

—

1

—

33

33

$

(245) $

(3,953) $

$

4,851 $

Plus:
Other loss
Operating loss

(4,198)

Nine Months Ended September 30, 2016
Adjusted EBITDA

(7,390)

(2,539 )

(1,356)

(7,401)

(3,012)

(3,012)

Less:
Depreciation and amortization

(6,045)

Share-based compensation expense

—

Other income, net

(29)

—

(29)

Plus:
Other loss
Operating loss

$

—

104

(1,223) $

(11,654) $

104
(12,877)
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EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP TEAM
Name & Title

Kai-Shing Tao

Chairman & Chief Executive
Officer

Douglas Osrow

Chief Financial Officer

Michael Reichartz

Adam Roseman

Biography / Experience

•
•
•
•

Chairman and CEO since 2012, director since 2007
Chairman, founder and CIO of Pacific Star Capital Management
Partner at FALA Capital Group
Serves on the board of Paradise Entertainment Limited

•
•
•
•
•

CFO since 2013
Chief Financial Officer, Paragon Gaming
Vice President, Citadel Securities, investment banking
Senior Buy-side Analyst, Hawkeye Capital Management
Assistant to the President, Ziff Brothers Investments

•
•
•
•

Co-Founded Roomlia in 2012
SVP of Marketing at Allegiant Air prior to co-founding Roomlia
Vice President of Lodging at Expedia for 11 years
An original employee at Travelscape, which was acquired by Expedia in 2000

•
•
•
•

CEO of China Branding Group since 2007
Los Angeles Tourism and Convention Board
Named one of Advertising Age’s 2016 Annual Global 40 Under 40 in Marketing
Recognized in 2007 by Los Angeles Business Journal as one of Los Angeles’ top
entrepreneurs under 30 years of age
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BUILDING A FORMIDABLE DIGIAL MEDIA PORTFOLIO

2006

2009

2012

2014

2016

Founded HSW
(HowStuffWorks),
subsidiary of
Discovery
Communications

Co-founded
Sharecare; equity
stake of 5%

Acquired
Banks.com for
$2.8M

Acquired
Hotelmobi, owner
& operator of
Roomlia, for $6.8M

Acquired China
Branding Group
(FansTang) &
released KanKan
2.4

2007

2011

Spun out HSW &
listed on Nasdaq /
merged with INTAC

Changed name to
Remark Media, Inc.

2013

2015

Acquired Pop
Factory, rebranded
as Bikini.com, for
$2.4M

Acquired
Vegas.com, LLC, for
$38.0M
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PRODUCT GAP
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CASE STUDY: L.A. TOURISM BOARD
BACKGROUND

SOLUTION

• 2.2M Chinese travelers visited the US
in 2014, including 771,000 Chinese
travelers that arrived in the US
during the peak summer months of
June, July, and August

• FansTang leveraged L.A.’s lifestyleand entertainment-centric brand to
develop a digital and social
marketing campaign:

 Due to the new 10-year visa,
numbers are expected to
continue to grow 20%+ yearover-year
• With a sizeable Chinese community
and multiple daily direct flights, the
L.A. Tourism Board (LATB) was
seeking to promote Los Angeles as a
core destination for Chinese
travelers

 Integration into FansTang’s
weekly Sohu show “This Week In
Hollywood” via location shoots
and L.A.-specific questions in
celebrity interviews

RESULTS
• During FY2016:
 140M+ views of “This Week In
Hollywood” episodes featuring
LATCB content
 $30M+ in combined viewership
(CPM), social (CPM), and
production values

 Heavy social promotion to 120M
followers on FansTang-controlled
social media accounts
 Targeted at 18-35 year old whitecollar professionals in
Tier 1 and 2 Chinese cities with
higher disposable income
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